
Transforming Print
Communications

ColorArt’s Kadena™ technology platform brings you 

Dynamic Mail, Agile Fulfillment and Managed Supply Chain 

solutions—transforming your print programs into valuable 

marketing assets.  Whether you outsource print production 

or manage it internally, talk to ColorArt about transforming 

your investment in print communications.

The Kadena™ Platform

The Modules
Kadena includes a powerful, user-friendly control center, along with a set of expert application modules. 

The modules are plug-and-play, so you can use what you need now—and add more as required. 

Activate and track programs with K-Center, a responsive eCommerce portal. Control costs and analyze 

performance with K-Insight, a powerful analytics module. Improve workflow collaboration with K-Proof and 

K-DAM, Kadena’s soft-proofing and digital asset management tools. And there’s so much more.

Kadena™ is quickly configured, easily deployed, and ready to meet the needs of your business scenario.



Kadena™ contains seven distinct modules:

• Customize your own print communications
• Feed assets and variable data directly into design templates
• Control field-level access to maintain brand integrity

A powerful templating tool to merge data with designs.
K-Compose

• Deploy customized eCommerce storefronts
• Integrate data flows across your supply chain
• Access all Kadena™ apps from a single portal

A powerful eCommerce hub that puts you in control.
K-Center

• Easily combine disparate data sources
• Slice, dice and correlate information sets
• Analyze anomalies and identify new trends and patterns

An agile analytics technology generating powerful business insights.
K-Insight

• Centrally manage bid-and-buy activity
• Optimize sourcing and costs of materials
• Track vendor performance against SLAs

A flexible module that helps you control outsourced spend.
K-Source

• Centralize asset storage and curation
• Control access and permissions across the supply chain
• Save time using integrated search and retrieval

A digital asset management tool that controls your content assets.
K-DAM

• Enjoy faster review and approval cycles
• Simplify collaboration across virtual teams
• Move seamlessly from pre-production to production

Virtual proofing technology that’s as powerful as it is easy to use.
K-Proof

• Ensure list relevance and accuracy
• Enjoy fast, effective processing of mail files
• Apply variable data to templates

A list processor that optimizes direct mail campaigns.
K-List

If you’re ready to transform your print communications, contact ColorArt 
at Sales@ColorArt.com, or check out Kadena™ at:  www.ColorArt.com




